Welcome to Belmond Grand Hotel Europe

We’ve enchanted
Russia’s high
society for more
than a century.
Now, it’s your turn.

CHAPTER ONE

Discover
St Petersburg
Stroll along canals flowing with history and into a
city rich in culture and revolutionary spirit. Russia’s
imperial capital never ceases to amaze
Legend has it that in 1703, while boating on the
River Neva, Peter the Great saw an eagle flying
over Zayachy Island. Taking it as an omen, he laid
the foundation stone for the Peter and Paul Fortress
and what would fulfill his vision of a European city.
In the 300 years since Peter opened the ‘window
on the west’, this Venice of the North has had many
faces. A magnificent city reflecting the majesty of
the Russian Empire, it became the so-called cradle
of the revolution under Lenin. During World War II
it was a symbol of national pride. Today, it is Russia’s
cultural capital, in which awe-inspiring architecture,
grand palaces and vast museums reflect the city’s
unique heritage.
Nestled among the most celebrated landmarks on
Nevsky Prospekt, Belmond Grand Hotel Europe
serves as a time capsule of Russia’s illustrious past
and a gateway into St Petersburg’s exciting present.
Drawing guests from across the world for more than
140 years, we’re the first port of call for your Russian
adventure. There’s treasure around every corner.
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If Walls Could Talk

A cornerstone in St Petersburg’s chequered past,
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe has a captivating
history which stretches over 140 years
All too often hotels are merely a place to rest your
head between sightseeing. Once in a rare while,
however, they serve as cultural attractions in their
own right, as living museums whose walls pulse with
the heartbeat of history. When our doors opened in
1875, replacing an earlier inn situated on the same
site, the city thrummed with talk of a new, ornate
hotel whose restaurant had electric light bulbs –
the first in St Petersburg.
But after the October Revolution, the hotel weathered
as many changes as the city – now Leningrad – itself.
It served as a hospital and orphanage and began to
lose its elegance and lustre. It was not until the thawing
of the Cold War in 1980 that the ‘grand’ was put back
into Grand Hotel. The resulting renovation revealed
a basement full of priceless art once ‘liberated’ from
aristocratic houses, much of which now hangs in the
hotel’s suites and common spaces.
Our glittering reopening took place in 1991, the same
symbolic year that the city re-embraced its original
name of St Petersburg. Having survived and thrived
for decades, Belmond invites you to join us for the
next chapter.
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Our Illustrious Guests

Sultans and princesses, icons of the stage and sports
legends, our star-studded guests are woven into the
fabric of Belmond Grand Hotel Europe
You may recognise our hotel from famous film sets.
But long before we hit the silver screen, famous faces
have been enjoying Belmond Grand Hotel Europe’s
distinct brand of luxury. Since our doors opened in
1875, we’ve welcomed international royalty, actors,
presidents and politicians among many. Tchaikovsky
honeymooned here. We hosted Cartier’s first Russian
exhibition. Anna Pavlova enjoyed our hospitality.
Early visitors included the composer Igor Stravinsky
and members of the Romanov dynasty. George
Bernard Shaw met Maxim Gorky here. Dostoyevsky,
who used Nevsky Prospekt as the setting for Crime
and Punishment, visited what is now our Historic
Floor and observed street life outside. No guest,
however, can rival the infamy of Rasputin. From his
arrival in St Petersburg in 1905 until his death 11 years
later, the Mad Monk attended lavish dinner parties
in L’Europe, conducting his business in its alcoves.
Since restoration in the 1990s, our gilt interiors have
continued to attract a roll call of world-famous guests
including Queen Beatrix and Boris Becker, Nikita
Mikhalkov and Neil Armstrong, Cindy Crawford and
Quincy Jones. Now it’s your turn to join their ranks.
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CHAPTER TWO

A Warm Welcome
Sparkling chandeliers cast dappled light across a
marble floor. Artifacts once admired by Russian Tsars
and emperors fill each space with intriguing stories…
Befitting one of Russia’s most iconic properties,
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe is a treasure trove
waiting to be discovered. The splendour is palpable.
Our striking facade designed by Carlo Rossi gives
way to sumptuous interiors. Soaring ceilings, stained
glass, plush fabrics and Art Nouveau flourishes offer
the kind of grandeur rarely seen in today’s world.
Our 266 rooms and suites transport guests to the
bygone age of the Tsars, with rare antique furnishings,
restored original features and priceless works of art.
Yet while the hotel has one foot rooted in the city’s
illustrious past, the other strides out into modernity.
You’ll receive only the warmest Russian hospitality
across the hotel, whether in our opulent suites, dining
on St Petersburg’s finest cuisine or relaxing in our
spa. Step out on to our splendid terrace and make
a toast with a crystal-cut champagne flute as you
admire the architecture linking Nevsky Prospekt
with Arts Square and drink in the magic of it all.

Discover more about what
makes our hotel unique.
Take a look inside our
walls at belmond.com/
grandhoteleurope
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Rooms & Suites

Gaze across St Petersburg’s eclectic skyline from
your personal sanctuary, a place imbued with the
past and adorned with creature comforts of today
Timeless glamour combines with modern amenities
across our iconic rooms. Plush bedrooms peppered
with Russian artwork benefit from king-size or twin
beds and a seating area, the ideal place to put your
feet up before or after exploring the city. Look out
over our inner courtyard from Superior Rooms or
take in impressive views of the Philharmonic Hall
and Mikhailovskaya Street from our Deluxe Rooms.
Our Deluxe Arts Square View Rooms treat guests
to one of St Petersburg’s most iconic vistas while
the Historic Rooms boast high ceilings and an
exclusive butler service.
For those guests wishing to spread out, our spacious
suites marry Russian charm with contemporary
indulgences such as a television, an iPod dock and
WiFi – these are also found throughout our rooms.
Generous seating areas lead on to a stylish bedroom
with king-size or twin beds and a marble bathroom.
Furnished in 19th-century fashion, our Junior Suites
overlook Nevsky Prospekt while our decadent One
Bedroom Suites offer yet more space to unwind.
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Unique Historic Suites

An ode to the city’s storied past, our Unique Historic
Suites evoke turn-of-the-century Tsarist elegance
with plush fabrics, painstakingly restored antiques
and picture windows overlooking Arts Sqare. Yet
with all the old-world pomp come contemporary
comforts. Individually named and themed, these ten
high-ceilinged accommodations feature king-size or
twin beds, a kitchenette, a spacious lounge and Italian
marble bathrooms with luxury toiletries befitting
modern-day emperors.
Tucked in the northern wing on the hotel’s Historic
Floor, each room breathes life into the heritage
and spirit of old St Petersburg. The Lidval Suite pays
homage to the great architect who designed our
Krysha Ballroom; the Pavarotti Suite commemorates
the Italian tenor who stayed here during his 2004
tour of Russia. Named in honor of the Russian
dynasty, the Romanov Suite is a grand affair, while a
theatrical ambience characterises the Mariinsky Suite.
The warm-hued Amber Suite is a nod to its namesake
room in Catherine Palace while the Stravinsky Suite
takes on greens that echo the composer’s ‘The Rite
of Spring’. The Imperial Yacht Suite is awash with
marine; the Fabergé Suite embodies decorative arts;
the Rossi Suite – dedicated to the architect of our
grand facade – is decorated in his hallmark white
and yellow. Should guests staying in the Dostoyevsky
Suite be inspired by our literary guest, a large
writing desk is the ideal spot to pen your tales
of Belmond Grand Hotel Europe.
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Avant-Garde Suites

Inspired by boundary-pushing Russian art of the
20th century, our five Avant-Garde Suites offer both
style and luxury at the heart of the city. Named after
great artists of the period, each spacious suite has
been carefully crafted to reflect its namesake artist
and features specially commissioned artwork that
echoes their style. Geometric shapes and bold colours
define the Malevich Suite, while the atmospheric
Archipenko Suite sets the mood with warm tones
and sensual lines. The Rodchenko Suite transforms
bold shapes and light while the Lissitzky Suite creates
a modern ambience with graphic lines and clean
colours. The playful Kandinsky Suite pays homage
to the father of abstract art. Each Avant-Garde Suite
features a living room with a dining table that seats
four to ten people as well as a marble bathroom with
bath and shower. Dress to the nines in your private
boudoir with dressing table or dim the atmospheric
lights and recline on plush furniture as you enjoy
widescreen television. Should you need, a 24 hour
butler service is on hand. As sun sets, slip into your
king-size bed – and rest assured, these dazzling
suites are not just a dream.
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Presidential Suite

Ahead of its 140th anniversary, Belmond Grand Hotel
Europe unveiled the Presidential Suite, the largest,
most impressive accommodation in all St Petersburg.
This opulent two-bedroom suite is set over 350m2 in a
covetable corner of our hotel. Upon entry, a resplendent
domed, gold-leaf ceiling enchants while windows
offer unparalleled views of Nevsky Prospekt through
the picture windows ahead. Each bedroom benefits
from king-size beds, two marble bathrooms and a
sauna, the perfect place to unwind. A combined study
and library includes a secret bookcase door leading
to the main bedroom. Work up a sweat in the personal
fitness centre, complete with treadmill and cycling
machine. Privately cooked meals are available in the
dining room, which seats up to ten guests and is ideal
for exclusive dinner parties. As night draws in, retire
to the games room or music room, complete with an
antique Carl Schroeder grand piano – a butler service
is on hand night and day. Make a toast to the spirit of
Russia in your private lounge bar as you gaze out over
twinkling city lights. This is luxury, defined.
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CHAPTER THREE

Within Our Walls
Guests needn’t stray far from the storied walls
of Belmond Grand Hotel Europe to discover the
best of the city’s culinary and cultural offerings
Step into a wonderland of vintage glamour, and
savour some of the city’s finest modern cuisine
at Belmond Grand Hotel Europe. Be dazzled
by local delicacies at world-famous L’Europe or
indulge at St Petersburg’s only caviar restaurant.
Enjoy authentic Russian afternoon tea or tastetest a range of rare vodkas and liqueurs with
our in-house experts. The culinary adventures
are endless.
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7

Before or after exploring the city, our stateof-the-art fitness centre and spa is the perfect
place to unwind. And do make sure to treat
yourself to a designer memento from our
gilded shopping arcade.
In town for a special occasion? With a reputation
as one of Europe’s best conference hotels,
and as an outstanding location for weddings and
anniversaries, we host unforgettable events defined
by their sparkle and finesse. Sip champagne on
a splendid terrace or in a ballroom brimming with
history. Whatever your desire, we do all we can
to please.
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AZIA Restaurant

2

L’Europe Restaurant

3

Caviar Bar & Restaurant

4

Lidval Room

5

Krysha Ballroom

6

Mezzanine Café

7

Business Centre

Peek into our world of fine
dining and unforgettable
experiences at belmond.
com/grandhoteleurope
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L’Europe

Art Nouveau splendour meets decadent dining
at Russia’s oldest continually serving restaurant,
a culinary hotspot brimming with timeless elegance
It’s fitting that a stained-glass window depicting
Apollo, the Greek god of the sun and art, dominates
this grand dining room. Aureate streams of light
beckon travellers into this world-renowned venue,
where Art Nouveau elegance meets award-winning
artisanal fare. Carved wooden balconies and private
alcoves lend an air of intimacy to the majestic space.
When L’Europe opened in 1905, St Petersburg was
abuzz with talk of the magnificent new dining room
boasting the city’s first electric light bulbs. Today, it
remains at the heart of St Petersburg’s social scene.
Lavish dinners have been enjoyed here by Queen
Elizabeth II, Igor Stravinsky and Jimmy Carter. Elton
John held an impromptu concert on its stage in 1979.
Now it’s your turn to join the fun.
Breakfast to the sound of live piano music. On Friday,
candlelit dinners coincide with live ballet as part of
the much-loved Tchaikovsky Nights. Come Sunday,
free-flowing champagne and caviar attract Russia’s
great and good to L’Europe’s legendary brunch in
which a multinational buffet stretches over 30 metres
and lasts long into the afternoon.
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Caviar Bar & Restaurant

Indulge at the city’s only dedicated caviar bar where
the charm and opulence of 19th-century Russia meets
contemporary luxury
Nothing says Russian decadence quite like beluga
caviar-topped blinis partnered with a crisp, ice-cold
vodka – and there’s no better place in the world
to enjoy this delicacy than Belmond Grand Hotel
Europe’s celebrated Caviar Bar & Restaurant.
Designed in the late 1800s, our restaurant is a
protected historical monument. Marble columns,
gilded crayfish, stuccoed centaurs and a gargoyle
fountain adorn the room. Such Neo-Classical majesty
sets the stage for our decadent caviar assortment
which spans 15 varieties. Meanwhile the Egg in Egg
– our signature dish of truffled scrambled egg topped
with beluga, osetra and salmon caviar served in egg
shells – regularly steals the spotlight.
Enjoy your dish in traditional Russian style with
vodka. The country’s only full-time vodka sommelier
will guide you through 35 varieties, 15 distillates and
a selection of home-infused liqueurs including a Far
Eastern-inspired hangover cure. Alternatively, relish
the taste sensation of caviar with a glass ofbubbles.
A list of 12 exclusive luxury champagnes will satisfy
even the most discerning of palates.
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AZIA

A world of delicately balanced spices, intense flavours
and tempting aromas, AZIA delivers pan-Asian cuisine
with modern panache
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe’s freshest culinary
attraction takes its cue from the Far East. A backdrop
of warm woods, sleek reclaimed metal, colourful spice
jars and handmade brick tiles set the scene for a
fusion menu that puts a creative, contemporary twist
on classic Asian gastronomy.
Dishes of crisp tempura, delicate rice paper rolls and
tender tikka spirit diners to the Orient. Savour Indian
marinades, homemade breads and fresh wasabi or
try sushi at our dedicated bar made of glistening Aji
stone. A Tokyo-inspired cocktail makes a refreshing
partner, as does our globe-spanning wine list and
innovative tea-pairing. Adventurous guests may wish
to try the daily Emotions Tasting Menu which takes
you on an epicurean journey across a landscape of
salty, spicy, sour and sweet flavours. Textures surprise,
colours delight and aromas tantalise.
Should you like to unleash your culinary flair, our
chef de cuisine serves up the secrets of Asian fare
with a lively cookery course. Master tandoor, steam
and wok techniques before feasting on your very
own creations. Preeyatnava apetita!
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Lobby Bar & Mezzanine Café

With Belmond Grand Hotel Europe, there’s always
more to savour. These are the places to see and be
seen over pastries and signature cocktails
Light streams in through a glass roof to our airy
Mezzanine Café. Here, surrounded by a charming
indoor terrace garden, St Petersburg’s finest pastries
and sweets are served daily. Stop by for elevenses
or indulge in afternoon tea fit for a Russian Tsar with
caviar-topped blinis and miniature pirozhki served
on the country’s finest porcelain tea set.
Open 24 hours a day, the hotel’s enchanting Lobby
Bar draws distinguished guests and the city’s most
glamorous names well into the small hours. Live jazz
and blues music dances among the hubbub of stories
shared and secrets spilled. Gaze around at the stucco
cornices, green-tiled fireplaces, marble floors and
bronze statues, and you’ll soon appreciate why this
elegant Art Nouveau space is a protected historical
and cultural landmark.
Enjoy light bites, take advantage of the generously
stocked humidor or try a warm cocktail; they’re
a speciality in the Lobby Bar and a perfect foil for
St Petersburg’s long, cold winters. Our signature
libations include the Mayakovsky, a heady mix of
pepper-infused vodka, passionfruit, orange and
lime, and the Seventh Symphony, which blends
armagnac, Grand Marnier and bitters.
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Special Occasions

Whether you’re celebrating a milestone birthday,
saying ‘I do’ or hosting a conference, Belmond Grand
Hotel Europe sets the stage for truly dazzling events
Steeped in history and romance, our hotel was made
for spectacular occasions of all varieties. Invite your
loved ones to a grand banquet at L’Europe or clink
cocktails on a terrace overlooking St Petersburg’s
intricate skyline. Originally designed by Fyodor Lidval
in 1909, the carefully renovated, magnificent Krysha
Ballroom continues its legacy of hosting glittering
parties for St Petersburg’s social elite.
In brilliant sunshine or sugar-white blankets of snow,
there are few places as romantic as St Petersburg
to start your happily ever after, whether tying the
knot or embarking on your honeymoon. Belmond
Grand Hotel Europe goes the extra mile to make
your union extra special, with personal wedding
consultants, elegant floral decorations, bespoke
menus and more. Newlyweds can nestle down in
our breathtaking Bridal Suite – a romantic end to
the perfect day.
What’s more, with its prime location on Nevsky
Prospekt, our hotel has earned a reputation as
Europe’s best conference hotel. Make a lasting
impression on clients in our exquisite meeting rooms
which feature the latest technology. Hire a function
room for larger affairs or host an incentive trip.
Have a special request? Get in touch and our team
of event planners will help with every last detail.
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Unique Experiences

The rich sights, sounds and tastes of
Russia can each be found within the
walls of Belmond Grand Hotel Europe

Caviar Masterclass

Tchaikovsky Night

Uncover the history of Russia’s ‘black
gold’ with our caviar expert. Discern the
nuances between sterlet, osetra and
beluga caviar among several varieties
and select the ideal vodka pairing.

Each Friday, L’Europe comes to life as
ballet dancers perform Swan Lake’s
White Adagio on the restaurant stage.
A live chamber orchestra and opera
arias create an enchanting evening.

Shopping Gallery

Wellness

Our arcade is a fitting place to indulge
in a little retail therapy. Pick up a few
mementos or splash out on designer
goods, fine jewellery and perfumes.
Our homemade chocolates are a must.

The hotel’s Health Club is fitted with
state-of-the-art exercise machines.
Relax after your workout with a session
in the sauna and plunge pool before
indulging in spa and beauty treatments.

Vodka Workshop

Russian Afternoon Tea

Join the city’s only vodka sommelier as
he reveals the difference between ‘live’
and ‘dead’ spirits and more. Discover
original infusions and find out how to
drink without suffering the next day.

Enjoy a Russian take on the traditional
British pastime. Caviar-topped blinis
and miniature pirozhki are served daily
on hand-painted Imperial Porcelain
Factory tea sets in the Mezzanine Café.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Out & About
A visit to Belmond Grand Hotel Europe paves your
way to the treasures of St Petersburg. Step out of
our grand doors and into the beautiful city
Threaded with canals and crisscrossed by ornate
bridges, St Petersburg stuns visitors with its beautiful
scenery and abundant attractions. The Peter and Paul
Fortress, the city’s first building, contrasts with NeoClassical palaces and Baroque monasteries. The city’s
volatile history is reflected in more than 90 museums,
which display everything from Catherine the Great’s
collection of fine art in the Hermitage to Revolutionary
memorabilia in Kshesinskaya Mansion. Come evening,
the city is alive with entertainment.
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe sits on the main
artery of St Petersburg, Nevsky Prospekt, home
to standout landmarks. The Church of St Catherine,
Kazan Cathedral, Gostiny Dvor and the House of
Books are just some of the diverse wonders found
on our doorstep. The city’s major attractions including
The Winter Palace and The Church of Our Saviour on
Spilled Blood are within walking distance. Positioned
adjacent to Arts Square – ideal for its winter festival
– we’re deeply connected with the worlds of theatre,
music and dance. A stay here will show you the true
spirit of Russia, from the White Nights of summer
to winter’s White Days, when snow lies outside and
a warm welcome awaits within.

Belmond holds the
key to the wonders of
St Petersburg. Unlock
your next adventure
at belmond.com/
grandhoteleurope
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Discover More

In a city rich with museums, historic
palaces, churches and cathedrals, there
are endless ways to spend your day

St Petersburg Tour
Join expert guides on a fascinating tour
as they regale you with tales of years
gone by. Discover world-renowned art
and find out how two 3,500-year-old
Egyptian sphinxes came to the city.

An Education in Russian
Avant-Garde Art
Gaze at the superb works of Kandinsky,
Malevich and more at The State Russian
Museum. Or, explore the Mikhailovsky
Palace filled with Rublev’s medieval
icons, old-world portraits and mosaics.

Catherine Palace
Open your eyes to this grand Rococo
palace, once the summer residence of
tsars. Architect Bartolomeo Rastrelli’s
Golden Enfilade and Amber Room
must be seen to be believed.

Troika Rides
Little says ‘Russia’ quite like snuggling
under a blanket and sipping mulled
wine as you ride a traditional threehorse carriage through wintry scenes.

BELMOND GRAND HOTEL EUROPE

Private Box at the
Mikhailovsky Theatre
Dress to the nines for an evening of the
world’s finest opera and ballet at this
19th-century theatre on Arts Square.
Hotel guests can enjoy the best seats
in the house from our private box.

Yusupov Palace
Explore the sumptuous state rooms,
Rococo theatre and Moorish drawing
room of this yellow palace. It’s the site
where Rasputin was murdered in 1916.

Boat Tours
Canals and rivers thread through the
city, which Peter the Great modelled
on Venice and Amsterdam. From May
to October, take in majestic sights as
you traverse the waterways by boat.

Fabergé Museum
Dedicated to jeweller Peter Carl
Fabergé, this museum boasts over
4,000 works of decorative fine art.
Don’t miss the nine Imperial Easter
eggs created for Russian emperors.
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Train Routes:

CHAPTER FOUR

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
Belmond Royal Scotsman

Continue Your
European Adventure

Belmond Grand Hibernian

Inspiring retreats set among Europe’s most celebrated
destinations offer the ultimate escape. This is your
gateway to the Golden Age of travel
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe
St Petersburg

For connoisseurs of travel the world over, Belmond
is synonymous with the ultimate level of luxury.
We bring together some of the most legendary
hotels, opulent train journeys, safari adventures
and pioneering river cruises across the globe.
Having spent decades mastering the seamless,
stylish service that has become a hallmark of
our hospitality, we now invite you to join us for
a journey that’s as unique as you are.

Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons
Oxfordshire
Belmond Cadogan Hotel
London

Akin to Belmond Grand Hotel Europe, our European
hotels, trains and river cruises are as sensational as
they are iconic. Take in views enjoyed by Winston
Churchill over Funchal Harbour at Belmond Reid’s
Palace or sip a bellini at a Venetian bar favoured by
the stars at Belmond Hotel Cipriani. Pay homage
to London’s brightest stars and famous faces at
Belmond Cadogan Hotel or discover true gastronomic
excellence at Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons.
Glide in a luxury barge with Belmond Afloat in France
or climb aboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
for a journey across Europe and into a bygone era of
splendour. Read on and discover your next adventure.

Belmond Hotel Splendido
Belmond Splendido Mare
Portofino

Belmond La Residencia
Mallorca

Belmond Hotel Cipriani
Venice
Belmond Villa San Michele
Florence
Florance
Belmond Hotel Caruso
Amalfi Coast
Belmond Grand Hotel Timeo
Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea
Amalfi Coast

Your Belmond journey
will be breathtaking. Find
out more at belmond.com

Belmond Reid’s Palace
Madeira

0 Kilometres
BELMOND GRAND HOTEL EUROPE

0 Miles

1000
1000
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Belmond Cadogan Hotel
With its superb location on London’s exclusive Sloane
Street, Belmond Cadogan Hotel offers a singularly
rich and elegant experience
A serene and stylish retreat at the heart of historic
London, Belmond Cadogan Hotel has long played
an integral role in the social history of the Kensington
and Chelsea area. In the late 19th century it was Oscar
Wilde’s pied-à-terre. The actress Lillie Langtry also
called it home and courted the future King of England
here. Originally built in 1887, this Georgian hotel has
today been lovingly renovated and reconceptualised
to reflect the area’s glamorous heritage. It offers an
elegant meeting place for both the local community
and international visitors. Be swathed in luxury in one
of 52 boutique rooms, dine in the gourmet restaurant
or explore the secret garden.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
Step aboard and prepare to be transported to a
bygone world, where refined elegance and romance
set the tone for an unforgettable European adventure
An icon of Art Deco design and an enduring symbol
of luxury, the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express travels
between some of Europe’s most iconic cities every
year from March to November. It offers passengers
the change to embark on an adventure embraced
by royalty, film stars and tycoons. Admire ornate
marquetry, stretch out in one of our new Grand Suites
and peruse the boutique in elegant Bar Car ‘3674’ to
the tinkling ivories of the baby grand piano. Later, dine
in one of three beautifully restored Restaurant Cars or
sip a signature cocktail in our glittering Champagne
Bar. This is an adventure for the senses, and Belmond
invites you to take a starring role.
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Our Belmond World
Having spent decades travelling the globe,
Belmond invites you to join us for your next adventure.
Transcend the everyday with inspiring retreats set
among the world’s most celebrated destinations.
Our legendary hotels, luxury train journeys, safari
adventures and pioneering river cruises each have
a story to tell. Join us as it unfolds.

HOTELS | TRAINS | RIVER CRUISES | JOURNEYS
BELMOND.COM
#TheArtOfBelmond

The balconies of L’Europe restaurant
were once a favourite haunt of Rasputin
and his friends. The pattern of their
fabric-covered walls is embossed
on this booklet’s covers in homage
to the many stories played out in
these discreet alcoves since the
restaurant opened in 1905. The design
is picked out in another of the hotel’s
Art Nouveau features: the green of
the tiled fireplace in the Lobby Bar.

BELMOND GRAND HOTEL EUROPE
Tel: +7 812 329 6888
Email: res.ghe@belmond.com
CENTRAL RESERVATIONS HOTELS –
NORTH & SOUTH AMERICA
Tel (toll-free): 1 800 237 1236
Tel: +1 843 937 9066
Email: belmond.info@belmond.com
CENTRAL RESERVATIONS – EUROPE
Tel: +44 0845 077 2222
Email: reservations.uk@belmond.com
CENTRAL RESERVATIONS – ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia
Hotel Reservations
Tel: 1800 316 635
Email: reservations.asia@belmond.com

China
Hotel Reservations
Tel (China North toll free): 108 007 142 374
Tel (China South toll free): 108 001 402 395
Email: reservations.asia@belmond.com

Hong Kong
Hotel Reservations
Tel (toll-free): 800 906 756
Email: reservations.asia@belmond.com

Japan
Hotel Reservations
Tel (toll-free): 0066 3381 3732
Email: reservations.asia@belmond.com

India
Hotel Reservations
Tel: 0008 0004 01871
Email: reservations.asia@belmond.com

